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Hampshire Probation Sports Counselling Scheme

KEITH WALDMAN

Keith established, and for the last ten years has been the Project Development Manager
for, Hampshire Probation Sports Counselling Scheme. He is also currently involved in
co-ordinating three motor projects in Hampshire.

I' have come to this conference almost directly from one held in Sheffield. Its title was
"The Young Adult Offender - A New Approach". There were about 150 people attending

Probation Officers, Youth Justice Officers, Youth Workers, Magistrates and so on.
There were about 20 workshops on topics ranging from Motor Projects, Theatre Groups,
Victim Support Schemes, to Bail information. Now I mention all this because in the
workshop group I was attending at this conference today, there were four or five
probation services attending and I reflected that the previous conference I had been at
would have been an ideal selling shop for the use of adventure activities with young
people at risk. All probation areas in the country now have to give 5% of their total
budgets to partnerships with other agencies so I would suggest to you all that this could
be a possible source of funding for adventure based schemes in the future.

The Sports Counselling Scheme that I run is very much based on young people's local
comrnunicies so if it appears to have tenuous links with adventure activities at outdoor
centres you will have to forgive me. However, I2m reminded by this conference that you
don't need mountains around you to achieve the components of adventure - the group I
attended last night came up with words like Challenge, Trust, Learning and Commitment.

The Sports Counselling Sc heme has now been in operation for ten years so let me give a
quick history of why it star, tel.

In the mid 1980s the Sports council decided to take positive action on their slogan "Sport
for All". They created partnerships with other agencies previously untapped who may
not have focussed upon activities before, to try to attract new individuals who had not

a been participating in sport. The partnerships they created were with agencies such as
14, Women's Institutes, brewery, Working men's Clubs, Health Units, and so on.

So why did the Probation Service think of activities?
CT)

As you can see from Figure 1, and probably know, there are many different aspects to
how activities can benefit, in particular, offenders with low self-esteem - individuals who
have been failures for most of their lives - failures at school, failed with, parents, failed to

f'4 get a job and in fact we see them failed at crime. Activities are therefore a valuable tool
for the Probation Officer to offer to the client because they are based outside the office

3 setting which is most of the time irrelevant to young people.

a

Keith Waldman, Sports Counselling Scheme, 27a Hanover Buildings,
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Fig I.

WHY SPORT? WHY PROBATION SERVICE INVOLVEMENT?

General Reasoning:
Universal
Can be ad lib
Occupies time
Can be inter-agency
Mostly financially viable
Of long or short duration
Use other types of staff and skills
Different approach to social work task
Can be adventure/non-traditional sport

Aspects for client focus
Does not need initial skill
Develops positives
Reinforces positives
Develops potential
Learns
Trains
Renews skill/knowledge
Gives skill to others

Practice and Social Aspect
Promotes social interaction
Can offer support
Community contact developed
Peer group & contemporary contact
Competition/win/lose
Some teamwork
Develops trust
Exchange skills with others

SPORT

AS A

PLANNED

ACTIVITY

Broader Spin-offs
Gives transferable skills
More able/more employable
Could develop work opportunities

Sport Characteristics
Develop acceptable behaviour
Physical outlet
Channels violence
Experience safe "risk"

Practice and Individual Aspect
Builds personal worth/values
Builds confidence
Offers target setting
Offers acceptable learning/training
Something to look forward to
Useful in and out of work
Can give some purpose to

boring work, etc
Fitness/clearer thinking
Can be creative



What is the process of Sports Counselling?

The Sports Counselling Scheme aims to encourage and enable offenders aged 14 and
upwards to make constructive use of their leisure time: in particular to participate in
sporting and leisure activities with the emphasis on developing links for other participants
within their local community. Now if we had as one of our aims that the individuals wework with join clubs we would be on to a loser. Sports Clubs tend to be about white
middle class people who are employed, have the right equipment, can pay club fees and
are reasonably good at the activity. The people we work with are most of the time none
of these. Likewise the cost of sports - sports halls can be expensive, although there are
examples in some parts of the country whereby the unemployed can make use of leisure
centres free of charge or at little cost - these schemes have names such as Leisure Cards
in Southampton or in Portsmouth, Passport to Pleasure.

So the aims of our Scheme are as follows:

1. To provide a programme of sport and leisure activities for offenders using
resources within the community of the participants.

2. To develop the goodwill and co-operation of the appropriate agencies within the
community, and wherever possible use resources on a shared basis.

3. To enable offenders to participate in sport and leisure activities at their own level
in a friendly and supportive environment so that the activities may be continued
on completion of their programme.

4. To allow participants the opportunity to have a positive experience through the
medium of sport and leisure activities, enabling them to develop the social skills
which will help link them with appropriate agencies.

5. To help offenders become aware of educational/training and employment
opportunities following the build-up of motivation, self-esteem and confidence
through the activities.

6. To contribute 'to crime reduction programmes including working with Hostels and
Probation Centres.

How do we link into adventure activities well, perhaps first an e7rample of the problemsof working with offenders can be summed up by a recent incident we had. The localOutward Bound Trust found they were not getting many offenders taking up places onOutward Bound. They contacted the Chief Probation Officer who caller together
Probation Officers to find people to go together on a one-off week's Outward Bound.

So they went back to their offices, worked through their cases, found people they thought
appropriate. Dates were set and a meeting was held for those going a week beforehand.
Of the 8 who were to go only 3 turned up. After rushing around they found 2 hadreoffended, 1 had moved away, 1 had a part-time job and the other was no longer
interested, so it ended up with getting a young man from a Probation Hostel to go with noreal idea of what to expect.
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Fig. 2

SPORTS COUNSELLING SCHEME

ACTIVITIES

* Individual programme of
activities

* Opportunities for group
activities

* Links to clubs/facilities

OUTDOOR CHALLENGE

* Preparation
* Outward Bound/Sailing

Experience
* Debriefing
* Contracted out

COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION

* Introduction to area
* Links with other groups
* Charity Events
* Volunteer Bureau
* CS V
* Conservation

opportunities

JUSTICE AND
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES

* Anti- discriminatory
practise

* Fairness and
consistency

* Credibility

HEALTH/FITNESS

* Health/Fitness
test

* Stress awareness
* Stop smoking

programmes
* First Aid courses

EDUCATION/TRAINING

* Sports qualifications
* Links with college/

education

6

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
(EMPLOYMENT PREPARATION)

Career search
* Employment Agencies
* Social and Presentational skills
* CV preparation
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Following this disaster, I was then asked to join the Hampshire & Isle of Wight Outward
Bound Association to ensure better understanding from both parties involved and we now
regularly send individuals who have been through a Sports Counselling programme
which has demonstrated their commitment.

New partnerships do not always run smoothly and wherever possible areas that can cause
problems should always be sorted out as quickly as possible. The individuals who you
are going to work with should also always be considered at the initial stages.

Individual needs to be considered by both partners

The precise needs of priority groups must be considered

Stereotyping of individuals must be avoided

Appropriate awaret ess training for partners which explains the needs and
aspirations of different individuals

Consultation and dialogue with individuals affected must be the starting point. It
is crucial to include them in programme planning.

You also need to make certain you have the agency workers on your side otherwise you
end up with not enough referrals coming through.

What makes Probation Officers refer?

Agency must fulfil needs that would otherwise be unmet

More likely to be 'specialist services

Good, clear, simple and precise information regading service

Personal knowledge of the work of the Agency and the individuals working for it

A simple and speedy referral process

Recommendation t,y colleagues

Own experience of previous referrals and feedback.

The Sports Council researched and evaluated our scheme for 5 years and they produced
lengthy reports on all aspects of our work doing activities with offenders and I won't go
into any depth here on that, and in fact there is a workshop tomorrow on the West
Yorkshire Probation Sports Counselling Scheme research evaluation. But the Sports
Council found six major aspects why Probation Officers felt activities were important for
the people they worked with. They were:

1. Self-esteem
2. Self-awareness
3. Confidence
4. Friendship
5. Achievement
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and lastly to make individuals aware of the resources around them.
Finally, two examples of how interesting it can be to work with offenders. Three weeks
ago we had a phone call from a local Rotary Club to say one of their membershad run a
marathon to raise money for a disadvantaged young person to take part in a sailing
experience. The Sail Training Association had recommended us as they knew we could
provide someone who was local and we normally would not have funds to send someone.
We looked at individuals on our books and found someone who we thought would be
appropriate and would benefit. The Rotary Club wanted him to go to their monthly lunch
so they could meet him - that was on the Friday and he was due to sail on the followingMonday. On Monday morning I got a phone call at a meeting to say that this young man
had reoffended over the weekend and was locked up. If we couldn't find someone the
money would be lost and I'm certain Rotary would have found that hard to understand.However, another young man who had finished his programme, walked into the office for
a chat and we asked him if he was interested in sailing and did he want to go. Luckily he
was a very flexible young man as within two hours he was on board the Sir Winston
Churchill preparing to sail to France. The report on his return was most positive and he
has been invited back to have a free voyage as a watch leader. On his return we were his
first port of call to talk about his experience as he had no-one else to talk to, and he also
wrote immediately to the Rotary Club to thank them.
Lastly, one of the case studies from the Sports Council report was on Stuart who was
almost a self-referral because he was friendly with another client, but he had a long
history of petty offences. However, in his Probation Officer's view he was not criminallyminded. He was referred to gain some sense of achievement,

otherwise missing from his
life. He had no job, but was trying to support his wife and young child on benefits. HisProbation Officer's words were: "I think the word "problem" was invented for this lad".His main interest on the scheme was canoeing which he took very seriously. After six
months he had obtained a 3-star award of which he was very proud, and joined a
canoeing club. The Sports Leaders gave him an outlet to express his problems that didn't
have the stigma of authority and he knew he'd achieved success on his own. HisProbation Officer's view was that "His quality of life has improved. I don't believe he
has reoffended since and his whole attitude is more mature."


